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Chapter 5

Essential qualities in co-creation process

In the living system, the form of living thing always represents its flow of energy. A collective energy from an individual that work together

in achieving their deep intention. To create and maintain those field of energy, those living organization need the capacity of holding

that a single matter be a part of bigger living pattern in the complex ecosystem. This holding’s quality can be considered as the holiness in the wholeness.

Think about the universe, the nerve’s network in our body, a web of life in any ecosystem, or a ceremony that binding people into one community.

This holding’s quality creates a circle of becoming, inflaming itself with its own sparks to live in motion that constantly change.

A flow of newness that continuously creating, exploring, keep changing but still maintaining the system of form that following its flow.            
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If possible, simply close your eye and relax.

…

Recall your memory and experience of being part of such an event,

a community, or a circle that you feel strongly belonged and engaged.

…

What are the quality you holding and contributing to that circle ? 

…
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Find a silence moment,
pick up some qualities out of these 65 qualities that touching you.

Contemplate the selected qualities with your own story your own experience 

that value to you, then and acknowledge it to be part of your being.  .

65 QUALITIES

RELEXATION

TENDERNESS

PRESENCE

STRENGTH

COMMITMENT

AUTHENTICITY

JOY

KINDNESS

INSPIRATION

COMMUNNICATION

DEPTH

HONESTY

RESPONSIBILITY

HUMOUR

FLEXIBILITY

OPENNESS

SISTERHOOD / 

BROTHERHOOD

BALANCE

POWER

GRATITUDE

INTENTION

LOVE

EXPLORATION

LIGHT

TRUST

WILLINGNESS

ENTHUSIASM

VISION

COURAGE

CONTENMENT

ACCEPTANCE

PEACE

CLARITY

RISK

EFFICIENCY

SIMPLICITY

SPONTANEITY

HARMONY

FORGIVENESS

RESILIENCE

HEALING

DISCERNMENT

FAITH

SUPPORT

INTEGRITY

WISDOM

OBEDIENCE

ADVENTURE

SYNTHESIS

CREATIVITY

RESPECT

SURRENDER

RELEASE

PATIENCE

DELIGHT

TRUTH

TRANSFORMATION

PLAYFUL

AWAKENING

EXPANSIVENESS

COMPASSION

BEAUTY

UNDERSTANDING

GRACE

FREEDOM



You can practice this exercise

with your friends,

your community’s member

who you care about them,

your partners,

or your colleague.

By pick up some of these qualities

to them and tell them

the story,
feeling, or a moment
that you can touch
those holding qualities 
within them.    
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